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ANDREAS STRUPPLER

Duravit, 1897-2009
a company that, in the last 20
years, has made a name for
itself in the world of international
architecture and design with a
specific design strategy.

Andreas Struppler and his team are fascinated by intelligent utility, technical developments
and new materials. Born in Munich in 1964, he worked in various workshops before studying
architecture and design at the University of Kassel. He gained valuable experience in design
studios in Milan, Munich and Berlin before opening his own design workshop in 1992: Andreas
Struppler Design in Munich. Distinctive and clear products have been his trademark since then.
For companies like Sedus, Interstuhl or Wittmann he has designed successful products that
reflect his philosophy: “convenience and intelligent utility for offices, leisure or the home”.
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FRANK HUSTER
Fun became earnest. Others play with them as children, Frank Huster - architect, designer
and lecturer - turns them into his life’s mission. Toys and houses out of paper and corrugated cardboard mark the start of a development that culminated in pre-fabricated building
systems made from steel and plastic. Ultimately, this developed into his speciality: pre-fabri-

cated wet rooms, sometimes as modular component systems. Architecturally clever, scientifically based.
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before studying architecture and
design at the University of Kassel.
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and clear products have been his
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